One of the first pieces of trash, it may be little, but every bit counts!
The rubbish can was right behind this walk way and still we found trash on the ground.
Tangerine peels were found all over the place.
There must have been a get together here. We found a lot of water bottles, juice cans, and caps scattered all throughout this area near the bushes.
More Bottles!!!!
Oooh Caprisun! Kids must have been present!
We were getting pretty irritated seeing so many bottles. Doesn’t anyone know how to recycle?
Hmm, a pencil? For trash?
Just one of the MANY we found
Adding to the collection are we?
You see that? There was plastic all over the park, big and small just like these. How disappointing.
An area that we cleaned...look how pretty
You wouldn’t imagine what had been found in these bushes that day. It was pretty disgusting.
The Trash....

• Gayle's bag had all the trash such as the cigarette buds, plastics, paper, and whatever else rubbish there was.
• Cara’s bag had all the plastic bottles, two or three glass bottles, and a few cans.
• After the clean up we put all the HI-5 material with other HI-5 stuff for recycling.
Pau Hana!